f "'(~)d~=1 and "'W~O of the variation of star density along a line-of-sight from the distribution of proper motions in that direction; (2) the determination of the space distribution of radio sources from number counts; (3) the determination of the radial variation of star density in a globular cluster from star counts; (4) the correction of radioastronomical and spectrographic observations for the effect of the instrumental profile; and (5) the determination of the temperature stratification in the solar atmosphere from limb-darkening data. These examples suffice to show that the problem under consideration arises in many branches of astronomy and that its solution is vital to the process of extracting useful information from observations.
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I. STATISTICAL METHODS
If nothing is known about "'W, other than that it obeys the constraints that apply to all frequency distributions, then the most obvious method for estimating '" is by direct numerical solution of the integral Eq. (1). To do this, we first approximate the integral in Eq. (1) 9Y a summation to obtain where q,i""q,(Xi)Ax, "';.:=1/I(~i)A~,and Pii"" P(Xi I~i)Ax. We then.demand that q,i=f,i=n(x;)fN, the fraction of the observed sample that lies in the interval (Xi-!A.t, xi+!Ax), and thereby obtain the system of linear equations IA(.,f\~I j J~6~f~{jtl'yr-I:PiJVti=q,i, 1= 1, 2, ... , I, i-I \;'~$ .
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(1)
q,(X) = f y,WP(xl~)d~,
where P(x I~)dx is the probability (presumed known) that x' will fall in the interval (x, x+dx) 'when it is known that t'=~.Equation (1) is an integral equation of the first kind with the conditional probability density P(xW as kernel. The classic example of this problem is that of correcting an observed distribution q, (x) for the effect of observational errors (Eddington 1913) . If these errors follow a normal (Gaussian) distribution with variance ;, then and the right-hand side of Eq. (1) becomes a convolution in tegral.
Another example is the problem of correcting the distribution of stellar rotation velocities x=v sini for aspect effect in order to derive the distribution of equatorial velocities~= t'. If we assume that the stars' rotation axes are orientated randomly, then An iterative technique is described for generating estimates to the solutions of rectification and deconvolution problems in statistical astronomy. The technique, which derives from Bayes' theorem on conditional probabilities. conserves the constraints on frequency distributions (i.e., normalization and non-negativeness) and, at each iteration, increases the likelihood of the observed sample. The behavior of the technique is explored by applying it to problems whose solutions are known in the limit of infinite sample size, and excellent results are obtained after a few iterations. The astronomical use of the technique is illustrated by applying it to the problem of rectifying distributions of II sin i for aspect effect; calculations are also reported illustrating the technique's possible use for correcting radio-astronomical observations for beam-smoothing. Application to the problem of obtaining unbiased, smoothed histograms is also suggested.
INTRODUCTION
A fundamental problem in statistical astronomy is that of estimating the frequency distributiony,(t') of a quantity e when the available measures XI', x/, ... , XN' are a finite sample drawn from an infinite .population characterized not by y,(e) but by (10) n. ITERATIVE TECHNIQUE Eqs. (6). However, in minimizing X2 or maximizing L the lfj are treated as independent parameters [to thl extent allowed by the constraints (8) ] with no regaf(f or any expected smoothness and continuity of lfW Because of this, the estimate lfj may still fail to show th\ degree of smoothness that we might expect. To over come this, Lucy and Ricco (1974) added a constrain 1 on the length of the curve defined by the lfj and showec that, with a suitable choice of the constrained length . the independence of the lfj could be curbed sufficientl) for a smooth curve to be obtained. The imposition OJ this extra constraint does, of course, diminish th( likelihood of the final solution; thus, in effect, WI accept a smaller likelihood for the benefit of a smoother and therefore simpler solution. This trade-off is analogous to that commonly made in curve-fitting, where onl chooses a curve with few parameters giving a reasonabh fit to the data in preference to a many-parameter curve giving a close, or exact fit. A smoothing constraint is also used by Phillips (1962) and Twomey (1963) iT their method for solving integral equations in thl presence of noise, a method used recently for astronomical problems by Carswell (1973) and Kunasz, Jefferies, and White (1973) .
The above statistical methods, when used with a smoothing constraint on the lfj, have considerable merit and could be usefully applied to any of the problemm entioned in the Introduction. Their wide application is, however, restricted by their demands on computer time and programming skill. Fortunately, the rather simple iterative technique described below achieves essentially the same ends, provided that no more than a few iterations are made starting from a suitable first guess. subject, of course, to the constraints Unfortunately, unless the sample size N is large, this direct approach yields poor results, with the estimates lfj showing little evidence of continuity and often containing violations of the constraint If/?_O (d. Trumpler and Weaver 1953, p. 112-114) . We can understand this behavior if we realize that 4>,being the result of a folding of lfW with P(xl~), is a smoother function than is 11';consequently, when we solve for 11', short-wavelength errors in 4> will be greatly magnified. This effect, applied to the statistical fluctuations in 4>, explains the poor results obtained by the direct method.
A way of perhaps avoiding this difficulty would appear to be first to smooth the 4>; and then to solve the linear Eqs. (6). Any smoothing operation applied to the 4>; does, however, correspond to a convolution of 4>; with some appropriate function, and this additional convolution must be allowed for in the rectification procedure if we are to avoid a biased answer. If we do this, however, the original difficulty simply reappears. We must conclude, therefore, that smoothing is not an acceptable solution.
A more promising way of possibly avoiding the difficulty follows from recognizing that an exact solution of Eq. (6) is not required since the 4>; themselves are not exact. In fact, any vector 11';, for which the corresponding 4>; is close enough to 4>; for the differences to be ascribable to sampling errors, is a possible solution (d. Trumpler and Weaver 1953, p. 114) . This remark then suggests that we should recognize that the problem under consideration is basically one of statistical estimation rather than an exercise in solving integral equations.
One estimation procedure readily applied to this problem is that of minimizing xt. To do this, we overdetermine the Eqs. (6) by taking J<1 and then make the problem determinate by asking for the solution vector lfj that minimizes
Let QUI x)d~be the ('inverse') probability that r comes from the interval a,~+d~) when it is known (7) that the measured quantity x' = x. The probability that x'E (x, x+dx) and eE (~,~+d~) is then 4>(x)dx XQa I x)d~. This, however, is identical to the probability that eE (~,~+d~) and x'E (x, x+dx), which is J lfWd~XP(xl~)dx. Equating these two expressions and E ,pj=1 and lfj~O. 
( f (9) J\~ich is Bayes' theorem for conditional probabilities.
From this theorem and the normalization of the probability P(x I~)dx, it follows that
which is an ide~trt~ha~ing the appearance of being the inverse of the integral Eq. (1) 
.
.Y"-1 the successive estimates .pr to the statistical fluctuat ions in~. When the number of observations .V is not large, we might well be concerned at the loss of information involved in forming the data into a histogram in order to obtain~. This loss of information can be avoided by taking where the x" are the individual measures and !S(x) is Dirac's delta function. Substitution of this expression into Eq. (12) yields a result with considerable intuitive appeal. If we do, in fact, treat the data this way, the smoothness of the estimates 1/tt, ¢-2, ... depends not only on the smoothness of !/to, but also on there being a large enough sample for the overlapping of the functions Qr(~IxA) to produce a smooth function. When the sample is too small for this to happen, it is intuitively clear that the statistical uncertainty in any estimate of .p is greater than the rectification corrections. In such cases, there is no point in attempting the rectification. [The approach fails when P(xW contains singularities, since the estimates J/t"H will then also contain singularities. In such cases we must make a smoother choice for~than that given by Eq. (16).J A further matter of practical concern, especially when a distribution is being corrected for errors, is the data's frequent lack of homogeneity. If the fraction Vi: of the sample corresponds to the conditional probability density function Pi: (x IE), and if we define 4>i: (x) and Qi:a Ix) accordingly, then the identity (11) becomes
(lS/ The corresponding form of Eqs. (12)- (14) is then( obvious. If we choose not to group the data, then Eq. \ (17) applies with Qr(s;! x,,) replaced by QAr(~I xA), which ) is obtained from Eqs. (13) and (14) with P(E IxA) replaced by P A(~IxA).
Above 
f~(x)

1/tr+l(S;)=1/trW -P(xl E)dx, .pr(x)
1/tr+l(~)= f~(x)Qr(El x)dx,(12)
1/t'WP(x I E) (13)
.pr (x) .pr(
edprocal kernel. Equation (11) cannot be used to ralculate 1/t, however, since Q(~Ix) depends on 1f-thẽ rue reciprocal kernel is, of course, a functional of f(xi £) only.
Although the identity (11) does not solve the integral Eq. (1), it does suggest the following iterative procedure for generating estimates to 1/t: From a guess to 1/t and· the known function p(xl~), we use Eq. (10) to calculate an estimate for Qa! x). Then, taking the hint provided b\" the identity (11), we integrate this estimate over (x), the approximation to .p(x) obtained from the observed sample, and thereby generate an 'improved' estimate for 1/tW. The procedtue is then repeated as often as is necessary or wise. Thus, if 1/tr is the r-th in the sequence of estimates, the (r + l)-th estimate is
We may readily show that this iterative scheme conserves the constraints (4). Eliminating Qra Ix) from Eq. (12), we obtain from which it follows that 1/tr+l~O if 1/t°~O. Proof of the normalization constraint follows from integrating Eq. (12) with respect to E and then using the normalizations of the probabilities Q'U1x)d~and~(x)dx.
Equation (15) shows that the iterative scheme converges if .pr=~. However, if the 1/t corresponding tõ =~violates the constraint 1/t~0, then convergence to this solution is impossible and is, in any case, undesirable. From Eqs. (14) and (15), we see also that deviations of~/t/Jr from unity on a length scale large compared to that of P(xW will be removed in essentially one iteration. On the other hand, deviations on a small length scale will, to a large extent, be averaged out when folded with P(x I~)and will result, therefore, in only small corrections to 1/tr• Thus, the scheme is responsive to long wavelength 'errors' in .pr, but unresponsive to those of short wavelength. This is clearly a desirable characteristic of the scheme since the shorter the wavelength of the 'errors' in .pr the more likely it is that they are due to statistical fluctuations in~. On the basis of these remarks, we may therefore anticipate that, after a few iterations, the scheme will usually have taken account of all significant information in the sample, and that further iterations will result only in small corrections that slowly tend to match L. B. LUCY with the following iterative scheme: equal to zero, we obtain
i-I we see that Eq. (24) Although the qualitative discussion in Sec. II suggests the usefulness of the iterative scheme, its relationship to the methods discussed in Sec. I is not this Ifj also satisfies Eq. (25). Now, because the condiobvious. We shall now show, however, that, when the tion tPi=¢i yields the linear equations of the direct integrals are approximated by sums and when onlv method (Sec. I), we have shown that the direct solution the fraction E of the correction to If/ is actually applied, is also a solutio~of the corresponding ML-problem the scheme converges as , _00 (33) is not satisfied, this first-order correction is strictly positive, so that, for sufficiently small t, the iteration will result in an increase in the likelihood. Thus, we see that the iterative scheme can be used to generate a sequence of estimates to "'(~), each member of which assigns a greater likelihood to the sample than did its predecessor.
Although these analytical results demonstrate increasing likelihood only for sufficiently small t, numerical calculations reveal increasing likelihood even with t = 1, and it seems likely that increasing likelihood will turn out to be rigorously true for t= 1. Accordingly, in applying this technique, it is recommended that the full correction be applied.
It is also of interest, of course, to examine the goodnessof-fit of both 41 and q,r to the sample. We do this by calculating X~{q,} and X2{q,r}, the conventional X2s,
IV. NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
The results of Sec. III indicate that the iterative scheme converges monotonically as , --tCIC t~the MLsolution. No attempt should be made to achieve· convergence, however, because, after a few iterations, further gains in likelihood are achieved in general only by fitting q,r(x) to the statistical fluctuations in .p (x) at the price of an increasingly complicated ",ra) (d.
Sec. II). We now illustrate this point by reporting the results of numerical experiments for a case whose exact solution is known as N --tCIC.
Let 4>(x; #1,0') denote the normal distribution with mean #I and variance cr. Then, if we take "'(~) =4>(~;0,1/v'1) and P(xl~)=4>(xjf,1/v'1), we may readily show that 41 (x) =4>(x; 0,1). Accordingly, our experiment is to apply the scheme to a random sample of N numbers drawn from 4>(x; 0,1) and to compare the resulting sequence of estimates ",r with the exact "'.
A criterion measuring the goodness-of-fit of ",r to '" is obtained by calculating a pseudo-X~in the following way: we determine the ten-percentage points h of the "'-distribution and then calculate lIkr, the expected number of observations in the k-th interval (h,h+1) when N observations are distributed according to ",r. Then, since nkr=N/lO when ",r;a"', we define our pseudo-xt to be "'"1: -P,,, (27) .
-1 <Pi
Remembering that #I = -1, we have, from Eqs. (23) and (24), and Because the scheme conserves the constraints we have so that From Eq. (29), we see that the iterative scheme converges (i.e.,~i=O for all j) at the point "'l if and only if consequently, when we apply the correction t~l to 1/1/, the change in II is
